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OS/2 Transition issuesOS/2 Transition issues

Many large companies have built comprehensive Many large companies have built comprehensive 
environments on top of OS/2. environments on top of OS/2. 

Migration is necessary:Migration is necessary:
OS/2 support ends in a few yearsOS/2 support ends in a few years

Non-OS/2 application support (i.e. Win32) becomesNon-OS/2 application support (i.e. Win32) becomes

more and more importantmore and more important

Nevertheless, OS/2 stays mission critical until the endNevertheless, OS/2 stays mission critical until the end

Migration projects often are step-by-step and slowMigration projects often are step-by-step and slow

Current e-business enablements are requiredCurrent e-business enablements are required

Browser,  JVM Browser,  JVM 

Office?Office?

Justifying investments in the "old platform" is difficultJustifying investments in the "old platform" is difficult
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InnoTek's solutionInnoTek's solution

We provide state-of-the-art e-business enablement We provide state-of-the-art e-business enablement 
technologies for OS/2 customerstechnologies for OS/2 customers

We are committed to support OS/2 until the last We are committed to support OS/2 until the last 
customer has completed the transition processcustomer has completed the transition process

We guarantee enterprise-level support and functionalityWe guarantee enterprise-level support and functionality

Our highly optimized development approach using Win32 Our highly optimized development approach using Win32 
enablement libraries minimizes investments and ensures enablement libraries minimizes investments and ensures 
update availablility in a declining marketupdate availablility in a declining market
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OpenOffice for OS/2OpenOffice for OS/2

A comprehensive cross-platform solution that A comprehensive cross-platform solution that 
brings full office functionality to OS/2brings full office functionality to OS/2

Consists of:Consists of:

Word processor ("Writer")Word processor ("Writer")

Spreadsheet ("Calc")Spreadsheet ("Calc")

Imaging ("Draw")Imaging ("Draw")

Presentation graphics ("Impress")Presentation graphics ("Impress")

Fully integrated into OS/2 Fully integrated into OS/2 

Attractive enterprise pricing availableAttractive enterprise pricing available
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OpenOffice design pointsOpenOffice design points

Complete open-sourced office packageComplete open-sourced office package

Works with most major formats such as HTML, Works with most major formats such as HTML, 
MS Office, PDF and SWFMS Office, PDF and SWF

Lotus SmartSuite filters planned!Lotus SmartSuite filters planned!

NLS including comprehensive help and NLS including comprehensive help and 
spellchecking in 15 languagesspellchecking in 15 languages

Available for Solaris, Windows, Linux, Mac Available for Solaris, Windows, Linux, Mac 
... and now for OS/2!... and now for OS/2!
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FeaturesFeatures

Import and export many different types of Import and export many different types of 
documents and templates in a huge range of documents and templates in a huge range of 
formats from HTML to MS Office XPformats from HTML to MS Office XP

Can be set to use any other file format by default Can be set to use any other file format by default 

Runs natively on almost every modern operating Runs natively on almost every modern operating 
system system 

Import address books from Mozilla/ Netscape Import address books from Mozilla/ Netscape 
6.x/7 or LDAP6.x/7 or LDAP

Unicode support allows at least 23 localisations of Unicode support allows at least 23 localisations of 
OpenOffice.org (15 available)OpenOffice.org (15 available)
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Features (cont'd)Features (cont'd)

Vastly enhanced printing capabilities and options Vastly enhanced printing capabilities and options 
like 'Print to PDF'. and SWF (Flash) exportlike 'Print to PDF'. and SWF (Flash) export

Autopilot for creating complex documentsAutopilot for creating complex documents

Stylist allows changing the entire look of Stylist allows changing the entire look of 
documents instantlydocuments instantly

Native XML file format for small, yet powerful Native XML file format for small, yet powerful 
documents (typically half the size of MS Office documents (typically half the size of MS Office 
formats)formats)

Powerful OpenOffice.org API can be used to Powerful OpenOffice.org API can be used to 
create external functions in Java or C/C++create external functions in Java or C/C++
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Writer (word processor)Writer (word processor)

Sophisticated Word Processing and document Sophisticated Word Processing and document 
layout program layout program 

Form-letter management to send letters to Form-letter management to send letters to 
addresses in a databaseaddresses in a database

Comprehensive versioning system for teamwork Comprehensive versioning system for teamwork 
and collaboration and collaboration 

Seamless connection with external email software Seamless connection with external email software 

AutoCorrect word completion AutoCorrect word completion 

Indexing functions / bibliography databaseIndexing functions / bibliography database

Layout manager with extensive DTP functionality Layout manager with extensive DTP functionality 
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Calc (Spreadsheet)Calc (Spreadsheet)

Intuitive and easy to learnIntuitive and easy to learn

Comprehensive range of advanced functionsComprehensive range of advanced functions

Advanced DataPilot technology for importing Advanced DataPilot technology for importing 
from corporate databases, cross-tabulating, from corporate databases, cross-tabulating, 
summarising and manipulatingsummarising and manipulating

Natural language formulas to create formulas Natural language formulas to create formulas 
using words (e.g. "sales - costs")using words (e.g. "sales - costs")

Templates with built-in functionsTemplates with built-in functions

Scenario Manager for "what if..." analysis Scenario Manager for "what if..." analysis 

Charting tools to visualise data in 2D or 3DCharting tools to visualise data in 2D or 3D
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Draw (imaging)Draw (imaging)

Creates diagrams, pictures and illustrationsCreates diagrams, pictures and illustrations

FontWork for creating2D and 3D text artworkFontWork for creating2D and 3D text artwork

Quick and easy creation of complex 3D shapes Quick and easy creation of complex 3D shapes 

 renders photo realistic images with texture, lighting  renders photo realistic images with texture, lighting 
effect, transparency, perspective, etc.effect, transparency, perspective, etc.

Raster tools and effectsRaster tools and effects

Arranges objects, rotates in two or three Arranges objects, rotates in two or three 
dimensionsdimensions

Import and Export graphics to and from BMP, Import and Export graphics to and from BMP, 
GIF, JPEG, PNG, TIFF and WMFGIF, JPEG, PNG, TIFF and WMF
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Impress (business graphics)Impress (business graphics)

Creates effective 2D and 3D multimedia Creates effective 2D and 3D multimedia 
presentations with special effects animation and presentations with special effects animation and 
high-impact drawing toolshigh-impact drawing tools

Exploits all the effects and graphics tools from Exploits all the effects and graphics tools from 
Draw Draw 

AutoLayout for professional-looking AutoLayout for professional-looking 
presentationspresentations

Complete range of Views: Drawing / Outline / Complete range of Views: Drawing / Outline / 
Slides / Notes / HandoutsSlides / Notes / Handouts

Slide show Animation and EffectsSlide show Animation and Effects
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Total Support OptionTotal Support Option

InnoTek's implementation of OpenOffice for OS/2 InnoTek's implementation of OpenOffice for OS/2 
provides a unique support experienceprovides a unique support experience

InnoTek guarantees identical behavior on OS/2 and WindowsInnoTek guarantees identical behavior on OS/2 and Windows

in case of problems due to OS/2 limitations or bugs, in case of problems due to OS/2 limitations or bugs, 
InnoTek commits to implementing workarounds as InnoTek commits to implementing workarounds as 
possiblepossible

Full source codes available at no charge upon customer Full source codes available at no charge upon customer 
requestrequest

TCO level support for the cost of traditional warranty defect TCO level support for the cost of traditional warranty defect 
supportsupport

IBM Software Support availableIBM Software Support available
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OpenOffice for OS/2 pricingOpenOffice for OS/2 pricing

Number of seats Price per seat

100 - 499 29,00 €

500 - 999 25,00 €

1.000 - 1.999 20,00 €

2.000 - 4.999 15,00 €

5.000 + 10,00 €
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Purchase optionsPurchase options

Serenity Systems offers this solution Serenity Systems offers this solution 

to end users and enterprise customers worldwideto end users and enterprise customers worldwide

see http://www.ecomstation.com for detailssee http://www.ecomstation.com for details

InnoTek offers this solution to enterpriseInnoTek offers this solution to enterprise

customers worldwide customers worldwide 

As an IBM business partner, InnoTek sells though IBMAs an IBM business partner, InnoTek sells though IBM

Enterprise licenses, volume discounts and support contracts Enterprise licenses, volume discounts and support contracts 

are availableare available
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Contact informationContact information

InnoTek InnoTek 

Systemberatung GmbHSystemberatung GmbH

Werkstrasse 32Werkstrasse 32
71384 Weinstadt, Germany71384 Weinstadt, Germany
Sales: ostein@innotek.deSales: ostein@innotek.de
Inquiries: info@innotek.deInquiries: info@innotek.de

Web sites:Web sites:
http://www.innotek.dehttp://www.innotek.de
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